
Portraits provide excellent opportunities to take unique & personal 
photos of children, teens, pets, couples & families - to celebrate all 
the things that are so special and to make memories in the process.  
Sittings can be great fun & produce individual, artistic images that 
reflect the people in them.  They are a pleasure to take as a
photographer, & can be as formal or informal as you want.  
Here are a few tips and questions that can be helpful ahead of the 
shoot:

WHAT SHOULD WE BRING?
The most import thing is yourselves!  If there are special things 
you’d like to include then feel free to bring them along.  Whether it’s 
your dog, or a bottle of champagne - we can include it.   

WHAT TO WEAR?
It is completely up to you but my advice is usually along these lines:
• Most important: What you feel comfortable in and feel like 

yourself in.  It’ll make you happy and at ease, and that makes for 
happy photos that look like you.  

• Added bonus: if you can coordinate vaguely then that’s great but 
not essential at all. It’s more important that you look like you.  

• Less important but not bad ideas: it’s potentially worth avoiding 
massive logos or slogans and it’s worth having shoes and clothes 
that you can relatively easily walk and sit in.  You can always 
bring a layer or two, or add a scarf etc, if you want a bit of variety 
but best not to have too much to carry.  As it’s Cumbria - even in 
summer - a coat is often a good idea even if it stays in the car.

WHAT WILL WE DO?
If you’d like an outdoor shoot, we’ll walk and talk and shoot. If you 
would like a studio session, we’ll do the same but with less walking -  
mostly it’s about having a good time and we’ll get some great shots! 

PRICING
Sittings cost £40.  For every print you buy, you will receive a digital 
version of the print to keep. We offer a beautiful range of prints, 
albums and wall art - memories to be picked up and enjoyed for 
years to come.
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We are passionate about prints - whether they are on your walls 
or in boxes - that you will re-discover in a decade.  Whilst we know 
digital is important, there’s nothing that can beat memories in your 
hands.  With this in mind, we are pleased to offer beautiful ways to 
display your photos from the shoot.   

PRINTS
Our prints come from our Italian printers who specialise in art prints 
and use archival processes to ensure that your prints will last for 
generations.  Starting from £4.80 for a 5x7” our prints are available 
in Gloss, Lustre, Deep Matt (a velvet feel) or Fine Art, and can be 
mounted or unmounted.

We also offer keepsake Reveal boxes (pictured) to store your 
mounted prints in - you can begin a box and add to it over the years.

DIGITAL
Every print that you purchase will come with a digital version for you 
to keep.  

WALL ART
From our Canvas Wraps to our Mega Prints and Nkuku ethical frame 
range, we have a variety of wall art options to suit any home. Please 
see our website for more information. 

ALBUMS
We are really pleased to offer a range of beautiful albums and 
books.  Whether it’s for a portrait, garden or pet sitting - albums can 
be the perfect way to present your photos.   They also give you the 
opportunity to select more images from your shoot to keep.  There’s 
a great variety in our albums - from the Storybook to photo books 
and more traditional albums - you can view our range on the shop 
page of our website or get in contact to chat through your options.

Please do get in touch or visit our website for more information.
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